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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of the problem.-- This study is an at-
tempt to determine whether or not learning in a social 
studies unit is greater when a project in art expression 
is correlated with it. 
Both the social studies and art are important and 
independent segments of the junior high school curriculum. 
In full recognition of this fact, they often utilize com-
monactivities which are of interest to both • .A mural 
painting depicting events of the American Revolution is 
an example of the many types of projects in which art may 
be correlated with the social studies. 
Correlation, as it applies to the curriculum, has 
been defined as follows: 
" ••• • bringing together the elements of two 
or mo r e subject fields that bear on the same 
large problem or area of human experience, in 
such a way th at each element is reinforced, 
broadened, and made richer through its associa-
tion wi t h the elements from the other subject 
fields; the term implies a subject-matter or-
ganization of the curriculum but recognizes that 
the subject fields are, in actual life, inter-
related and hence that some interrelation in 
school is desirable; a practical project may or 
may no t be involved in the process of correlating.rry 
!/Carter v. Good, editor, Dictionary of Education, :McG-raw-
Hill Book company, New York, 1945, P• lOl. 
-J.-
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Social studies activities.-- The teaching of the 
skills, processes and attitudes of the social studies in-
volves many activities which vary in type, depending upon 
the objectives of a particular unit of study. They may 
be individual assignments such as oral reports, or the 
display of a student's own stamp collection. Very often 
there are group projects in which an entire class may put 
on an assembly program. 
Whatever the form of the activity, the teacher hopes 
that the "doing" Pl'Ocess will be (:l_n aid to ].earning . rrnen 
an "end product" su ch as a pupil-made picture map is in-
vol ved, it is di splayed in the classroom. In this way it 
serves as a visual aid and may itself contribute to learn-
1/ 
ing. Wesley- states that a visual aid " •••• can be used 
to aid teaching and facilitate learning." As a visual 
aid, the map must show accuracy as to proportion and in 
the spelling of names, and proper designation of colors. 
It may be artistic, but it must be factually correct. 
The making of maps, posters, cartoons, murals, the 
construction of models, and the arrangement of bulletin 
boards and exhibits, are all activities which impinge 
upon art processes~ 
1/Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching Social studies in High 
Schools (Third edition), D· c. Heatn and Company, Boston, 
1950, p .. 351. 
2 
Correlating art with the social studies . -- On the 
junior high school level there is occasional correlation 
between art and the social studies. In the core curriculum 
the integration of subjects comes about naturally, but i n 
the non-core programs, problems of time and class schedules 
often make t his difficult of achievement . The cooperation 
of the teachers of both departments is necessary. Many 
find it worthwhile and rewarding, especially in the seventh 
grade when the enthusiasms for the activities of the ele-
mentary school still run high. The writer recalls a 
seventh grade current events project which entailed a 
bulletin board display of newspapers bearing accounts of 
"V-J Day," two years after that memorable event. The 
activity was prompted by the interest of one boy who 
brought a newspaper to the history class a week before 
hand. The posting of it stimulated further interest among 
the class members and in a few days other papers and 
articles began to app ear in the classroom. The materials 
were taken to the art room where the class worked during 
the next two art periods, making trial layouts for the 
materials and cutting co lored letters for labels. Many 
of the group made illustrations in water color and crayon, 
some of which were added to the display. The bulletin 
board was finished in time for the anniversary of V-J 
Day, at Hhich time the current ne-v.rspapers carried a number 
of items which recalled the happenings of that momentous 
day . This simple project stimulated both the social 
studies and art classes. It not only aroused interest 
in V-J Day, but pointed up the relationship of past events 
to the present. From the viewpoint of the art teacher, 
the project was a thoroughly enjoyable experience in 
creative activity. The finished product 't·muld not meet 
the standards of commercial art, but in art education the 
creative experience is more important than the finished 
4 
product. ~very student did not make an equal contribution, 
but each had some part, and of his own choosing. 
11 
•••• the business of art education is to 
help to develop the artistic capacity of each 
child through creative experience. For this 
purpose the school should offer as 1tlide a variety 
of activities in art as is possible, so that each 
child may find his particular type of expression 
and have as many experiences as he needs or 
desires.";!) 
Because of the differentiation in content, the 
specific aims of social studies and art are not the same, 
but general objectives of each are compatible with the 
aim of education that has to do 1....ri th the development of 
a v-rell-integrated individual. 
1(Victor D'Amico, Creative Teaching in Art, International 
Textbook Company, Scranton, 1942, p. 24. 
This study is concerned with the effect of an art 
correlation project on learning in a social studies unit. 
In very general terms, "the social studies may stimulate 
artistic expression, may be enlivened and made more real 
11 
through art expression •••• u The writer, wb o is inter-
ested in both art and the social studies, agrees with 
French's statement: 
" •••• we do not feel that art and any other 
subjects need to rely upon each other for support 
to the point of subordination of one or the other. 
We feel that each subject has its own unique contri-
bution to make to the child's welfare. Art is not 
the hand maiden nor the servant of any other sub-
ject. It will justify its existence by what it does 
to and for the child. As a subject itself it has 
educational value when it is concerned with develop-
ing aesthetic, individual and social values. only 
when these values are integrated with the subject 
matter will we find that correl a tion will be creative 
and of mutual benefit to both a rt and the correlated 
subject."?/ 
The first consideration of an art project must be in 
terms of its own objectives. If the experience of drawing 
a cartoon or painting a mural is to be stimulating and 
satisfying to the child, then the art activity must 
be an indi vidua 1, creative expression. As Czurles states: 
"Thus art is not 'objects to be seen' or 'facts 
to be memorized' so much as it is an integrating 
process of sensing, thinking, expressing , and 
!/carleton rashburn, "Art in the life of the School," 
The Integrative Function of t.rt Education, The Eastern Arts 
Association, Yearbook 1950, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, P• 68. 
2/Virginia French, "Correlation can be Creative," Art 
Education (June, 1954), 7:2. 
physically doing. It is an outgrowth of what are 
personally i mportant responses in the indivj_dual• s 
world of thought and feeling. 111/ 
The art experience.-- A pupil who works enthusias-
tically in the art class drawing a cartoon about election 
issues, may have brought this interest vd th him from the 
history class. He has probably seen an exhibit of car-
toons found in 1nagazines and newspapers. He must have a 
thorough understanding of the personalities and the issues 
involved in the political situation before he can express 
his own ideas in cartoon form. Copying another person's 
cartoon or even borrowing largely from another person's 
ideas is a weste of time. 
Each student should be encouraged to express his 
own conception of the problem at hand. As Mos s states, 
11 
••• the creative process begins by recogniz ing that each 
student is a unique individual with purposes of his own. 
His capacity to learn exists within these purposes which 
?:! he is seeking to satisfy." The art expression may take 
the form of B. cartoon, a painting, a mobile or even a 
paper sculpture. It may illustrate some activity of home 
!/stanley A. czurles, Aims and Objectives of Junior High 
School Art Activities, The Related Arts Service (January, 
1956 ), Volume 14, Number 1, New York . 
_g/Joel Moss, "Do We Provide for Creative Experience?" 
Art Education (December, 1955), 8:19. 
6 
or schoo l or community life, or it may be abstract in 
n 2ture. The artistic response of each pupil will depend 
upon his experience, abilities, state of maturation and 
moti va.tion. The art teacher is more concerned " •••• with 
what happens to the child while he is experiencing art 
/rather7 than with the final product of art activi-
- - 1/ 
ties •••• n- Andrews also writes that "growth in art is 
best stated in terms of growth of the individual emotion-
ally, socially, intellectually, physically, aesthetically 
and spiritually. one cannot overemphasize the fact that 
contemporary art education is not so much concerned with 
the product executed, but more and more with the ex-
2/ 
perience of doing."~ 
~he effect of art correlation on learning in the 
social studies.-- A creative art experience is a valid 
educational activity, whether or not it involves utiliz-
ing material from another subject-matter area such as 
7 
the social studies~ An art project correlated with history 
must be a creati ve experience. The writer has noted the 
interest shown by certain students working on drawings 
and paintings based on social studies material. The 
1/I· L. deFrancesco, "Experience as Basis for Creative 
'Growth," This is Art Education, National Art Educe.tion 
Association, Yearbook 1952, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, 
p. 137. 
2/Michael F. Andrews , Art is Everybody 's Business, The 
Related Arts service (April, 1952), Volume Io, Number 2, 
New York 
pupils h ave tirelessly looked for reference material for 
correct costumes and buildings, and they have been able 
to describe the phase of the history material they have 
chosen to illustrate in picture or design. A question 
ask ed by t he ~-rriter is this: 
Hill a class group taking part in a social studies 
and art correlation project achieve a higher grade 
standing in a social studies unit than a similar group 
not motivated by such an art experience? 
8 
This question could not be ansvrered without objective 
study. For this reason, the writer decided to attempt a 
classroom experiment utilizing art and social studies 
groups. The writer' s current teaching schedule included 
art but no social studies classes, therefore the collabora-
tion of social studies and guidance teachers was necessary 
for carrying out this undertaking. Their kind co-operation 
and excellent work in presenting the social studies units 
has been greatly appreciated. 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Correlation in the curriculum.-- Many types of 
correlation projects appear in the literature. History, 
geography, English, music, art and many other subjects 
have been interrelated in many ways. Opportunities for 
correlated activities exist when two subjects are taught 
to a class by the same instructor, as frequently occurs 
in the case of English and the social studies. Projects 
requiring the co-operation of teachers from different 
departments are also undertaken. y 
McKenna reports a study pointing up the interest 
engendered by the correlating of English with the social y 
studies, science and art in a tenth grade. Keinard's 
use of music as an enrichment to geography was based upon 
the collecting of phonograph records. These v-rere "chosen 
1/Maurice Frances McKenna, Three Teaching Units Showing 
Correlation of E~lish, Social Studies, Science and Art 
in the Tenth Grae, Unpublished l1aster 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1952. 
_gjNargueri te Keinard, 11Using Music to Enrich Geography, II 
Journal of Geography (May, 1953), 51:189-191. 
-9-
from the rich store of musical compositions which reflect 
the character of any region or country which pupils may y 
study .. " The melancholy music of the steppes of Russia, 
early English Shepherds' dances, Hawaiian melodies, and 
1.0 
the rhythms from the hand-made Mex ican maraccas wer e played 
in the classroom. Sometimes the students listened while 
they were engaged in an activity in which extreme con-
centrative powers were not required . The author felt that 
this device, if used well , would stimulate the geography 
students, .both intellectually and emotionally . 
Correlation of art with other subjects.-- The 
literature contains reports of many correlation projects 
in various grades, with the largest numbers at the 
2/ 
elementary level. Rios, - using art forms of visual aids , 
concluded that " •••• art materials stimulate and sensitize 
the l earning process in t he study of spanish." 
one of the projects undertaken at the junior 
high school level was a seventh-grade class a ctivity in 
which figures of historic characters were modeled from 
clay. Thi s work paralleled t he history course o f study, 
and was carried on throughout most of the school year. 
1/0p . cit ., p. !90 . 
- ----
2/John F . Rios, "Teaching Language wi th Art 11 , School 
Arts (Sep tember, 1950), 50:12. 
Each student selected the period he wished to represent 
- , 
11 
did the research for costuming , made a sketch, then created 
a model from powder clay and paint. The art teacher noted 
the students' interest in period costume, color, the de -
velopment of each figure, and an appreciation of person-
alities of the past . Also~ •••• there was an increased 
appreciation and better understanding of the great deeds 
!I 
men have achieved." 
A mural-making project undertaken by a selected 
group of students from fourteen to sixteen years of age 
2/ 
is reported by Fitzpatrick.- The work was carried out in 
a six weeks ' slliillner workshop and it consisted of the de-
signing and painting of l arge murals of the Medieval 
period. After much research many sketches were made, 
four of wh ich were selected for enlargement. In the devel-
opment of the fined murals each child made s ome contribu-
tion . Evidence of the interest stimulated by this project 
is shown by the remark of one of the children that 
" •••• the summer's activity was both a course in history 
and art." 
y 
1/starene Swineford, "Animating History With Art," School 
Arts (March, 1947 ), 46:233. 
YJoseph c. Fitzpatrick, "Knights, Armor, and Teen-Agers , " 
Art Education, The Eastern Arts Association, Bulletin 
( Oc tober 195!)) Volume 10, Number 7, Kutztown, Pennsylvania. 
3/op . cit., p . 5. 
Many r ecognize the benefit of correlating art 
and other subjects, provided that art work is creative. 
1/ 
French's study, - is evidence of this possibility. It is 
concerned with the selection of the type of content which 
is most suitable for subjective art expression in a fifth 
grade social studies unit on the early explorers, and 
with its utilization in art classes. She stresses the 
importance of having the child's work be entirely his 
own. It is pointed out that in the teaching of history, 
regardless of what method is used, there should be no 
mere memorization of factual material. Also, through 
the emotional learning of vicarious experiences history 
will be remembered longer and have a more lasting effect 
upon the student's behavior. In the correlation of art 
and social studies, the text used should be vividly writ-
ten so as to capture the imagination of the less pictori-
ally minded student. The selections quoted were taken 
from fifth grade history texts and two children's records, 
and the subjects included Marco Polo, the Vikings, Vasco 
da Gama, Columbus, and other explorers. The teacher saw 
the possibilities and presented them, and then helped the 
students recreate their enthusiasm during the art period. 
~virginia F. French, Art Expression in a Social studies 
nit on Early Explorati on, Unpublished Service paper , 
Boston University Schoo! of Education, 1951. 
12 
13 
She helped students clarify their thoughts but did not per-
mit any copying , and finally allowed each student to explain 
his picture to the group. 
Present status of correlation.-- Correlating art with 
other subjects is not a new idea. In an investigation of 
1/ 
objectives of art education Lanier - lists, "The Integration 
of Art in the Curriculum" as one of fourteen educational 
values found in the literature through 1953. Regarding this 
value, he writes : 
"The relationship between art and other 
subject areas of the curriculum started with 
simple correlations, such as between art and 
social studies in m ich activity in visual 
media was utilized to express or assist learn-
ings in the other area. For example, the facts 
acquired about the geography of an area by a 
pupil or group of pupils were clarified and 
exhibited by a map of that area, drawn, painted 
or perhaps modeled in plasticene, and labeled."?:/ 
Although he has found references to this in recent 
literature, he notes that "art educators most frequently 
emphasize art activities not merely as an adjunct to other 
subjects, but as an i~portant factor in the curriculum in 
3/ 
its own right."-
1/Vincent Lanier, The Status of Current Objectives in Art 
Education, Research in Art Education, National Art Educa-
tion Assoc iation, Fifth Yearbook, 1954, P• 120. 
S(op. cit., p. 120. 
3/Ibid., p. 120. 
He further states that thi s type of activity was 
used before 1920, but that: 
" •••• it was not until twenty years later that 
the principle of eliminating subject divisions 
and working in tcorest or 'projects' became a 
popular practice. The term designating this 
latter type of curricular relationship became 
'integration'•• • •".!/ 
?! 
D' Amico speaks of integrat ion of art with other 
studies as a threat to the creative education of youth. 
He cites the fact that "the curriculum approach is apt 
to destroy personal integration because the motivation 
comes from subject ma tter, such as soci21 · studies or 
science, allowing little expression for emotione.l needs 
or creative conc epts." He makes the observHtion that 
"the integration of art with other studies has, of 
course, distinct values, especially to the other studies. 
It often give s purpose and vitality to studies which 
21 inherently lack them." 
Educators have voi ced opinions as to the benefits 
to be derived from curricular integratio n and these view-
points are varied. In a forum discussion about the merits 
!!Ibid., P• 120. 
2/Victor D'Amico, Are We Jeopardizing the Child's Crea tive 
Growth?, Art Education, the Eastern Art s Association, Bulletin 
(April, 1953}, Volume 10, Number L~, Kutztown, Pennsylvania-.. 
!I 
of co r r el ation Howlett notes that: 
11 
•••• the original purpose of correlation Ha s 
inspired by a sincere desire to help the student 
become an integrated, unified personality; the 
evolution of the correlative method led to over-
emphasis on the relationships in subject-matter 
content instead of on the needs of the students. 
The procedure usually involved pre-planning by 
the teacher of courses, units, activities and 
projects around a common subject-matter theme. 
In spite of the many conferences before and after 
school, coordination and carry-over 1·ms UP.natural 
and forced. 11 
She maintains that "probably the most important change re-
quired to make correlation desirable is for all te achers 
of all subject fields to consider the STUDENT rather than 
t h e SUBJECT as the starting-point for correlated activi-
ties. 11 ?./ 
21 Hoover feels that the interests of an individu al 
or a group should be the determining factor of activities 
in art. He stresses the point that 11 we should be very 
sure that children are genuinely interested in the ' major 
v 
classroom activity'••••" 
ycarolyn s. Hm·Jlett, F . Louis Hoover, and Nary A. 
McKibbin, " 'I'he Forum: Is Correlation Ever Desirable?i', 
Art Education (January and February, 1952), 4:7. 
?}OJ2. cit., p. 7. 
2/Ibid., P• 8. 
bJ!'Ibid., p. 9. 
15 
JvlcKibbin expresses the belief that the correlations 
\vhich are meaningful to children are those they establish 
themselves. She points out that "subject matter organiz a-
tion of art activities is in its nature artificial, Land 
l6 
tha_qthe content of art is and always has been life itself." 
Art as motivation in learning.-- In appraising the 
art 't.vork of seventh grade children it is important to note 
individual approaches to a problem. "The working process 
in art at all levels by the very nature of expression is y -
traced to a personal, motivating drive." Motivation is 
personal and differs with each individual. Therefore a 
variety of media and opportunities of expression should be 
available to the junior high school pupil. Each one will 
have a different reaction to the same stimulus, and, if 
allowed and encouraged, will express himself accordingly. 
11 \fuen v.re talk about motivation or motives v.re are talking 
about any of the circumstances which result in the ener-
~ gizing, selecting, or directing of conduct." In pre-
senting an art problem to a class there should be a measure 
0!/Ibid.' p. 10. 
g/Robert o. Goldman, "Evaluation of the Working Process," 
Research Bulletin, The Eastern Arts Association, Kutztown, 
Pennsylvania, Volume 2, Number 1, March, 1951, p. 12. 
_, 
2/Ernest R. Hilgard and David H. Russell, 11l1otivation in 
School Learning," National Society for the Stud; of Educa -
tion, Forty-Ninth Yearbook, Part I, 1950, pp. 3 -38. 
y' 
17 I 
of freedom in choosing the medium and the type o~ expres-
sion to be used. "There is no simple rule or best procedure 
~or securing classroom motivation. The value o~ any device 
depends upon all the factors in the situation, including y 
the motives already present." 
Planning an art activity ~or boys and girls o~ thir-
teen and ~ourteen years o~ age necessitates the considera-
tion o~ what happens to creative expression during adoles-
cence. At this stage of growth children begin to show 
critical a1-rareness o~ their art endeavors, and those not 
talented o~ten ~eel sensitive about the quality o~ their 
Sf Hork. Lovte~eld notes that "the ~inal art product 
becomes more and more signi~icant with increasing age." 
He also states that 11 art education during this important 
period should be •••• a natural means o~ expression ~or y 
everyone." 
Incentives to learning in the social, studies. --In-
terest in history and geography may be stimulated in a 
!1-1 
variety o~ ways. Rooze states that a teacher•s ovm 
interest in the subject is necessary, and that nmotivation 
1 Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of 
earning, Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, New York, 1946, p. 103. 
g/Victor Lowe~eld, Creative and Hental Grm-rth, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, p . 98. 
djop. cit., P• 153. 
4/John Rooze, 11Motivation in History," The Social Studies 
TFebruary, 1947), 38:66. 
~hould continue through the entire course in history. He 
suggests that in a study of feudalism one might allow the 
student to "be" a serf, noble or lady, and to characterize 
a particular personage. 
!I 
Hoover notes that the class-room teacher's en-
thusiasm about a particular social studies unit is not 
al\..rays shared by the children. He quotes from a study on 
children 1 s interests in tvhich it was discovered that "so-
cial studies, particularly at the intermediate level, 
rruruced very low on the list of preferred subjects, while 
English, arithmetic, and arts activities ranked high. 11 
The drawing of original maps is an interest-getting 
device mentioned by many social studies teachers. 11 The 
actual making of maps may be an art experience. They 
should be accurate reproductions for a definite purpose 
5I 
and not just 1busy -vmrk. ' 11 
As Spiegel has written, 11The central basis of moti-
vation must be a connection in the mind of the student that 
it is a vital necessity for him to master the subject. '".2/ 
yHowlett, Hoover and r1IcKibbin, ibid.' p. 9. 
g/Mary E. Spelman, The Construction and Evaluation of a 
Map Skills Test for the Intermediate Grades, Unpublished 
Naster's Thesis, Boston University, 1953, p. 5L~. 
3/Sydney Spiegel, 11 1'-'l.otivation Through Generalization, 11 
The Social Studies (Hay, 19.56), pp. 17.5-176. 
Evaluating the art activity.-- A few objective tests 
attempting to measure art abilities and art products have 
been in use for a number of years. These are cited by y . 
1.9 
Brittain whose doctoral study attempts to measure certain 
phases of creativity. He concludes that there is some 
evidence to shoH that "it might be possible to find a way 
to break the web of mystery around the word creativity and 
it might be possible to find a way to test for creativity 
?/ in the visual arts. 11 
An increasing number of instruments purporting to 
measure creativity or achievement in art appear in current 
literature. 
y w 
Lowenfeld, Freyberger and others utilize criteria 
such as space and color to relate types of art expression 
to particular phases of child growth. 
1fw. Lambert Brittain, An Experiment toward Measuring 
Creativity, Research in Art Education, National Art 
Education Association, Yearbook, 1956, Kutztown, 
Pennsylvania, pp. 39-46. 
g(op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
2/Lowenfeld, ibid. 
u/Ruth M. Freyberger, Differences in the Creative 
Drawings of Children of Varying Ethnic and Socio-
Economic Backgrounds in Pennsylvania Based on Samplings 
of Grades One Through Six, Research in Art Education, 
National Art Education Association, Yearbook, 1956, 
Kutztown, Pennsylvania, pp. 115-125. 
Assigning grades is a difficult problem. Fitzgerald 
believes that "grades [in ar.:!J should not be based on the 
finished product alone, but on several factors, such as 
pupils' interest in the subject, co-operation, handling of 
the problem and, certainly, GROWTH in the subject. )J 
On these bases, subjective evaluation may be made by y 
the teacher. Smallenburg describes a number of methods, 
including the anecdotal record for the notation of various 
types of pupil behavior. 
Evaluating achievement in the social studies unit.--
Standardized tests of history, geography and other social 
studies are in general usage in most schools. National 
norms are available for many of these tests, and admin-
istration of them at regular intervals is an integral 
part of the testing program. From time to time there are 
individual achievement tests which have been designed for 
use with specific courses of study. 
21 Levine created an interesting history achievement 
!/Lola Hinson Fitzgerald, "Evaluation in Art, 11 Art 
Education (January, 1953), 6:1. 
g/Harry Smallenburg, "Evaluating Pupil Progress," 
Educational Leadership (April, 1945), 2:290-292. 
~Arnold Levine, Construction and Evaluation of an 
Achievement Test in United States History for Grade 
Seven, Unpublished Masteris Thesis, Boston University, 
1949. 
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test for the seventh grade, and Scarfe !I has vJri tten a 
geographic artifacts test which is concerned -vlith the 
influence upon civilization of geographic conditions. 
?/ 
Shuttlesworth's article, dealing with the construction 
of objective test items, is one of many of this type 
which are available. The classroom teacher must often 
create her own objective test to use in connection with 
a particular problem or unit. 
The classroom experiment.-- The literature has pro-
duced many types of action research carried on in the 
classroom. The general pattern for conducting such 
experimentation consists of recognition of the problem, 
statement of an hypothesis or prediction, the experiment, 
the gathering and interpreting of data and finally the 
21 
conclusions. This has been set forth by Corey, Foshay 
~ 
and Hall and others. 
One example is a co-operative-research study which 
yn.v. Scarfe, "Testing Geography Objectively," Journal 
of Geography (October, 1953), 52:275-278. 
?}11e1vin c. Shuttlesworth, "Improving Objective Tests, 11 
Social Education (May, 1954), 21:219-221. 
)js tephen M. Corey, Action Research to Improve School 
Practioes,Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College, 
Columbia university, New York, 1953. 
!:!/A. \vellesley Foshay and James A. Hall, Experimenta-
tion moves into the classroom, Teachers' College Record, 
(Harch, 1950), 51:353-359. 
21 
-vm s unde r t aken to test the advantages of using the bio-
graphical method of teaching American history at the high y 
school level. The hypotheses, one of which was that 
"the degree of admiration for famous American historical 
personages will be appreciably increased as a consequence 
?:/ 
of one semester of instruction in American history, 11 
were not substantiated by the findings. 
The lv-riter 1 s projected study is a simple classroom 
experiment concerned with learnings in a social studies 
unit at the junior high school level. 
ycorey, op. cit., pp. · 61-70. 
?:}Ibid., p. 63 
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lCHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
~Plan of the correlation p roject.-- This study is based 
on the observation and evaluation of regular class vmrk done 
in 
of 
two social studies units. The p~ utilized 
p arallel groups . ll"~j As Kingsley explains, 
the "method 
u •••• the 
p rocedure or condition that we "l:vish to test is used for the 
experimental group , vJhile the control group that is to serve 
as a means for comparison goes , on without it. 11 
In each exp eriment the g roups selected were to be 
studying the srune social studies unit, the exp erimental 
group to be p articipating simultaneously in an art correla-
tion project. They were to be drawn from a junior high school 
p opulation of approximate l y one thousand students. . As nearly 
as possible they had to be e quated as to inte lligence , age and 
general background. The experimental group , in additimn, had 
to be scheduled for art on the writer's teaching program. 
Gains in achievement were to be measured by teacher-
made objective tests, a search of the literature having pro -
duced no standardized tests applicable to this study. 
y Kj. ng s 1 e y, .;:;O.-:P;..::•;__c:..l:... t.;;.. , p • 19 • 
_g/Ibid._, p . 20. 
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Selection of g roups for the art and geography 
experiment.-- Two 7B groups were selected . 7B I~ the 
experimental group, comprised thirty pupils whose 
I.Q.'s ranged from 72 to 110, with a mean of 93 . 2. The 
average age of the group was thirteen years, six months. 
The control group, 7B II, was made up of twenty-two pupils 
with I.Q.•s ranging from 78 to 117, the mean of which was 
96.95. The average age was thirteen years, one month. 
Socio-economic backgrounds of both groups were similar. 
The geography unit of studz.-- Both 7B groups 
studied a four-week unit, entitled: THE UNITED STATES 
CONSIDERED GEOGRAPHICALLY. Specific objectives, as 
stated in the course of study, are: 
"1. 
2. 
3. 
to understand some of the geographical 
factors affecting the development of 
our country. 
To understand how various kinds of 
n atural resources found in each of the 
ma jor economic regions of the United 
states contribute to the development 
of the area . 
~o unders tand some of the more simple 
~ommercial economic, and social problems 
in each major economic region.".!/ 
!/Department of Public Schools, Providence, Rhode 
Island, course of study in SOCIAL STUDIES, Grades 
· 7-8-9, 1947, P• 64. 
An objective t .est as a basis for comparing achieve-
ment of the groups. -- An objective test was constructed 
by l1iss Nary H. Higgins , the social studies teacher of 
both 7B groups. This test consisted of twenty true-false 
sta tements, thirty-three multiple choice questions, and 
t·Ho five-part completion items. Himeographed copies of' 
the test ·Here made, and it was administered by the social 
studies teacher to both groups, b oth before presenta-
tion of the unit, and again at the conclusion of' the unit. 
The pre-test scores Here to be compared to those of' the 
end-of-unit test scores. In this i.·my, the relative gains 
in achievement could be measured for both individuals 
and groups. 
Development of' the Geography unit.-- After the 
pre-test was given to the classes, the unit was then 
presented and developed over a four-v-reek period. The 
introduction to the unit, and the four main topics, as 
found in the course of study, are: 
11Geographically, the country is composed of 
diverse, interdependent sections. The topography 
of the l and presents four main divisions--two 
elevated and tv-ro lm,Tland regions. On the East 
are the Appalachian Hountains, and the lov-1lands . 
stretching along the Atlantic, broad at the Gulf 
of :Mexico and narrowing so at the north that the 
foothills approach the sea. The central lov-1land 
lies betv.reen and on the slopes of' the great elevated 
regions. It is the Nis sissippi Valley, bounded by 
the Atlantic plain on the south and by the Great 
25 
Lakes on the north. Most of the western section ex-
cept a narrow coastal strip of lowlands is included in 
~. 
26 
the Rocky Mountain region.".!( 
r. How the East has developed industrially 
II. How the South has revalued its assets 
III. The Middle West is an evenly divided region 
2/ 
IV. The West is a land of contrasts 
The teacher reported a variety of activities, 
including floor talks, discussions , map work, current 
events based on the unit study, and the writing of in-
teresting letters describing the geographical attributes 
of various regions of our country. Two movies were shown 
to the groups: Across America: a ten-minute black and 
white sound film, featuring an airplane trip over the 
United States, while a commentator pointed out and des-
cribed the air view of various parts of the land, from 
the small, rural sections to our very large cities as 
New York and Chicago. America The Beautiful: a ten-
minute color film, showed views of cities, crops, rivers, 
lakes and oceans. It brought out the growing up of cities 
along the waterways, as on rivers, lakes and oceans. It 
also featured the urban development on the Great Lakes. 
The children were impressed by "amber waves of grain", 
the Mississippi River, the Rockies, Salt Lake City, 
Niagara Falls, and landmarks of New England, such as 
Plymouth Rock . 
lJop. cit., P• 64. 
S(Ibid., PP• 65-68 . 
Text books used were : 
DeForest Stull and Roy w. Hatch, Our World Today 1 A textbook in the New Geography, Allyn and Bacon, 
New York, 1948 . 
Clarence Woodrow sorenson, A 1Vorld View, Essential 
World Geography, Silver Burdett Con~any, New York, 
1949. 
N. 1. Engehardt, Jr~, Toward New Frontiers of Our 
Global 1Norld 1 Noble and Noble, Incorporated, New 
York, 19~-3 • 
Rand-McNally World Atlas , Rand-McNally, New York, 
1954. 
Reference books included: 
A. w. Adams and E. 1. Thurston, World Geography, 
Iroquois Publishing company, Inc., Syracuse , 1931. 
Mabel B. Casner and Roderick Peattie, Exploring 
Geograph~, Harcourt Brace and Company , New YorK, 
1937 . 
Also, additional material was found by t he pupils in the 
schoo l library. Equipment of the room included a globe 
and a number of maps, one of which was a large physical 
map ·of the United States. 
Deve lopment of the art activity.-- During the 
first week of the unit study, the pupils of the ex-
perimental group were invited to sketch or write down 
any ideas they might have for illustration of the 
geography unit. The three most popular responses were: 
(1) a map (2) city life (3) the jewelry industry of 
Providence. The students made drawings of the city , 
most of them showing groups of tall buildings, crowds, 
2'{ 
and traffic. A committee was chosen by the pupils to 
make a large physical map in chalk, a plasticine relief 
map, and several small products maps. The remainder of 
the group brought odd pieces of costume jewelry with 
which to adorn il l ustrations and simple posters adver-
tising the local jewelry industry. 
Interest ran high, and the children worked in-
dividually and in groups. Many used a different medium 
on the second effort. A very small number of drawings 
were good "end products." The plasticine relief map vvas 
not too successful. The committee working on it agreed 
with the group that the proportion was wrong and 11 did 
not look quite like the United States.n However, all 
approved of the third dimensional effect of important 
mountain ranges. A group of three boys made a decorative 
map about a yard square. This showed the five largest 
cities of the United States, · with a third dimensional 
p aper symbol pointing out this location. The large 
physical map done in chalk involved the enlarging of a 
small map and the use of colored chalk to fill in upland 
and lowland sections . The making of the map legend and 
the decorative symbols for compass points provided the 
main interest in this project. 
A four weekst unit must be completed in eight art 
periods, a comparatively short time to accomplish an 
extensive project. A holiday shortened the time by one 
day. Interest did not diminish, however, and a number 
of boys and girls referred to the "jewelry posters" 
weeks after the unit was completed. 
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7B GEOGRAPHY TEST 
UNIT IV. THE UNITED STATES CONSIDERED GEOGRAPHICALLY 
PART I 
DIRECTIONS: Read each of the following statements care-
fully and decide whether it is true or f2.lse. If the 
statement is true, place a T on the line at the right 
of the statement; if it is 'false, place an F on the line. 
SAMPLE : 
canada is north of the United States. 
1 . 
2. 
J. 
6. 
Providence is considered by many to be the 
jewelry capital of the world. 1. 
The United. States is entirely in the North 
Temperate Zone. 2. 
Nature did not bless the United States 
with many natural resources. 3. 
Manufacturing started in New England. 4· 
The United States may be divided into 
three geographic regions. 5. 
Citrus fruits are grown in Florida, 
California, and along the Gulf of Mexico . 6. 
In the early days of our country many 
cities were founded on the Fall line. 7. 
8. Boston is the leather center of New England.8. 
10. 
11. 
As manufacturing developed in this 
country people moved from the farms to 
work in the mills. 
People living in Providence may be 
said to be leading urban lives. 
Most of our country 's coal mines are 
near the West Coast. 
10. 
11. 
T 
3P 
12. 
13. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Grains are grown chiefly in the Middle 
West. 12. 
People living in New York City raise 
most of their food in their own gardens. 13. 
The growing season for crops is longer 
in the South than in the North. 14. 
The farther north we travel in the United 
States, the warmer we find the climate. 15. 
The Indians taught our early colonists 
about corn. 16. 
One of the raw materials of New 
Hampshire is granite. 17. 
The Atlantic coastal Plain extends 
from New England to Florida. 18. 
The Great Lakes and many rivers, along 
with canals provide a large inland 
waterway system. 19. 
20. · Most of our minerals come from the 
Middle west. 20. 
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PART II 
DIRECTIONS: Rea d each statement carefully. Decide which 
of the four answers is correct. Write the letter of the 
correct answer on the line at the ri ght. 
SAMPLE: 
Pro vldence is locate d 
a. north of Boston 
b. south of New York 
c. south of ~ ashington 
d. south of Boston d 
1. The cap ital of the United States is 
a. New York City 
b. Washington, D. c. 
c. Seattle 
d. Detroit 1 . 
2. A physical map of the United States would show 
a. crops 
b. elevation 
c. rainfall 
d. population 2. 
3. An orchard is a 
a. flower 
b. group of fruit trees 
c. tool 
d. typ e of mineral 3. 
4• The first cotton mill in America was in 
a. Maine 
b. New Jersey 
c. Nevada 
d. Rho de Island 4• 
5. one of the raw materials of New Hampshire is 
a. diamonds 
b. oil 
c. coal 
d. granite 5. 
6. The climate of Florida is favorable for 
a. oranges 
b. app les 
c. cranberri e s 
d. cherries 6. 
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7. The distance from the Atlantic coast 
t o the Pacific coast is 
a. 4,000 miles 
b. 2,000 miles 
c. 3,000 miles 
d. 1,000 miles 
8. The Piedmont region means 
a . swamp 
b. valley 
c . low, flat land 
d. upland 8 . 
9· The desert regions of the Southwest 
have become producti ve because of 
a. irrigation 
b . fert ilization 
c . rotation of crops 
d . insect control 9· 
10. A plantation is a 
a. type of peanut 
b. kind of machine 
c . large farm down South 
d. kind of story 10. 
11. Winter wheat means 
a . used in winter 
b. planted in fall 
c . not for summer 
d. harvested in winter 11. 
12 . The leading states in the production 
of apples are 
a. Washington and Kansas 
b. Georgia and New York 
c. New York and Wa shington 
d. Alabama and Florida 12. 
13 . Massachusetts leads all other 
states in the manufacture of 
a. gloves 
b . dresses 
c . shoes 
d. hats 13. 
14. Arid means 
a. wet 
b. dry 
c. moist 
d. hot 
1.5. The Erie Canal extends across 
a. Texas 
b. Connecticut 
c. Pennsylvania 
d. New York 
16. Annual rainfall means 
a. the amount of rain in one season 
b. the amount of rain for the 
whole year 
c. the amount of rain for one storm 
14. 
1.5. 
d. the amount of rain for one month 16. 
17 . Much of our fertile land has been 
wasted by erosion. Erosion means 
a. cutting trees 
b . wearing away of soil 
c. flooding 
d. drought 17. 
18. A valuable resource of the 
Pacific Northwest is 
a. rubber 
b. citrus fruits 
c. iron 
d. salmon 18. 
19 . Goods are often shipped by 
water because 
a . railroads are too busy 
b. railroads are not dependable 
c. water transportation is cheaper 
d. water transportation is faster 19. 
20. Textiles means 
a. reading materials 
b. machines 
c. cotton and woolen goods 
d. raw materials 20 . 
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21. One of the chief silver-producing states is 
a. Georgia 
b. Nebraska 
c. vermont 
d. Nevada 21. 
22. The center of the iron and steel 
industry is 
a. Pro vidence 
b. Hollywood 
c. Baltimore 
d. Pittsburgh 
23. Most of the large meat-packing 
plants are located 
a. on the range 
b. in the Southwest 
c. near the ocean 
d. near the corn belt 
24. Anthracite and bituminous are kinds of 
a . glass 
b. coal 
c. knitted goods 
d. jewels 
25. Conservation of natural resources 
has been an important government 
policy • . Conservation means 
a. distributing 
b. using quickly 
c. destroying 
d. saving and protecting 
26. An assembly line is found 
a. in Congress 
b. at a dance 
c. in a factory 
d. on poles 
27. 4/5 of the yearly output of iron ore in 
the United States comes from the 
vicinity of 
a. Lake Erie 
b. Lake Huron 
c. Lake Superior 
22. 
23. 
24. 
26. 
d . Great Salt Lake 27. 
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28. The largest city of the Middle· ~~rest is 
a. Chicago 
b . Phoenix 
c. Peoria 
d. Atlanta 28. 
29. A factory must have power to run 
its machinery. An early form 
of p~wer was 
a. water 
b. gasoline 
c . steam 
d. electric current 29 . 
30. One method of producing steel is 
a. cold method 
b. Ford plan 
c. Bessemer process 
d. New Deal 30. 
31. A pioneer in the automobile industry was 
a. Charles Lindbergh 
b . Henry Ford 
c. John Foster Dulles 
d. George Washington 31. 
32. The state that is the center of the 
automobile industry is . 
a. Montana 
b . Michigan 
c . Missouri 
d. Maine 32 . 
33. Refrigeration and rapid transportation 
have made it possible for us in the 
Northeast to enjoy 
a. a change of climate 
b. a change of scenery 
c. fruits and vegetables 
out-of -season 
d. air-conditioning 33. 
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PART III 
1. The five largest cities in the United St a tes a re 
numbered on this map . Identify t hem and write the 
name of each op~osite the correct number below. 
(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
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2 . Arrange the above-named cities according to population, 
naming the l argest first . 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
(5 ) 
l.T 
2.T 
3.F 
4 .T 
5 . T 
l.b 
2.b 
3.b 
4 · d 
5 .d 
6 . a 
?.c 
1 . (1) 
(2) 
{3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
7B GEOGRAPHY TEST 
KEY 
PART I. 
6.T ll.F 
?.T 12.T 
8.T 13.F 
9.T lL~.T 
lO .T 15.F 
PART II. 
8.d 15.d 
9.a 16.b 
lO.c l?.b 
ll.b 18 .d 
12.c 19.c 
13.c 20.c 
ll+.b 2l.d 
PART III. 
2. 
Los Angeles ( 1) 
New York (2) 
Philadelphia ( 3) 
16.T 
17.T 
18.T 
19.T 
20.F 
22.d 29 . a 
23.d 30 . c 
24.b 31.b 
25 .. d 32.b 
26.c 33.c 
27.c 
28.a 
New York 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Chicago (4) Los Angeles 
Detroit ( 5) Detroit 
Selection of groups for an art and history experi-
ment.-- It was decided to attempt a second experiment 
utilizing two ?A history classes, so that a comparison 
could be made of pupil responses to the art activity and 
achievement on the history and geography tests. Two 
?A groups were selected. The experimental group, ?A I, 
consisted of thirty-five pupils whose I.Q.'s ranged from 
74 to 115, with a mean of 93.23. The average age for the 
group was thirteen years, two months. The control group, 
?A II , comprised thirty-one pupils with I.Q.'s ranging 
from 78 to 109 , whose mean was 91.68. The average age 
of the group was thirteen years, eight months. The socio-
economic background of both groups did not vary widely. 
The history unit of study.-- Both ?A groups studied 
a six-weeks' unit, entitled: HOW AMERICA BECAME AN 
INDEPENDENT NATION. Specific objectives, as stated in 
the course of study are: 
111. To give the important facts whi ch 
connect the French and Indian wars 
with the Revolution. 
2. To present the war from the side of 
the Mother Country and from that of 
the colonies. 
3. To give the story of the pivotal 
battles. 
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4. To stress the aim of the war before 
the Declaration of Indenendence 
and to show that the a~ after this 
was a different one. 
5. To portray the leaders who played a 
prominent part . 
6. To show that union of the colonies 
we.s necessary.".!/ 
An objective test as a basis for comparing achieve-
ment of the groups . -- An objective test was constructed 
by Miss Eleanor c. McPhillips, the social s tudies teacher 
of the experimental group . This test consisted of fifty 
items , including twenty of the true-false variety, four -
teen multiple choice and sixteen completion items . Mimeo-
graphed copies of the test were made , and it was admin-
istered by the socia l studies teachers to each group, 
both before presentation of the unit and again at the 
conclusion of the unit study. In this way the relative 
gains in achievement could be measured for both individuals 
and groups. Also, comparisons of achievement gains could 
be made between the history and geography units . 
Development of the history unit.-- Both groups 
studied the six weeks' unit, How America Bec~1e An In-
dependent Nation at approximately the same time, although 
1/0p. cit., Course of study in SOCIAL STUDIES, P• 90. 
under the direction of different teachers. The intro-
duction as stated in the course o f study, is: 
"The long period of warfare between England 
and France was now over, and England finally had 
time to give a little attention to her colonies. 
She found that the thirteen colonies had grown 
strong through her neglect and were not willing 
to obey the laws that she now attempted to en-
force. The resistance of the colonies and the 
stubborness of the English King and his advisors 
caused .the colonies to revolt against the Mother 
Country and finally to fight for independence."l/ 
The unit was developed in similar manner in each class. 
After an overall preview and test, the unit was then 
broken down into very much smaller sub-units and developed 
by the use of questions and topics. Floor talks and 
discussions were held after each sub-unit. Then tests 
based upon the floor talks were given. At the end o1' 
the unit the same objective test, given as a pre - test 
was administered to both groups. The principal text used 
was : Wi lder, Ludlum and Brown, This is America's Stor,;y, 
Houghton Mifflin Company , Boston, 1952. The ot er 
supplementary books were : Moore, Carpenter, and 
Paquin, Building A Free Nation, Scribner, New York, 1952 . 
McQuire and Portwood, The Rise of a Free Nation , the 
Macmillan company, 1949 . The class had the use of the 
school library, which is a branch of the Providence 
yrbia. , P. 9cr. 
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Public Library. Pictures and articles based upon the 
unit were exhibited in the classroom, and when possible 6 
there were current events based upon news of this revolu-
tionary period. Tape recordings of broadcasts were also 
heard in the classroom. The titles of these are: Stamp 
Ac t Rebellion, Lexington and Concor£, Mutiny in Pennsyl-
vania Lines, and Philadelphia in 1776 (Signing of the 
Declaration of Independence). Movies shown were Land of 
Liberty (2 parts) based upon the activities of Patrick 
Henry, and Revolution in Virginia. 
Development of the art ac ti vi ty. -- The pupils of 
the 7A experimental group listed ideas for an art 
activity illustrative of the history of this period. 
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High in popularity among the responses was the suggestion 
for a group mural. Individual drawings were made and 
their subjects noted. Since this was early in the unit 
study, it was natural that early events such as the 
"Stamp Act" and the "Boston Massacre" were chosen. 
Paints and other necessary materials were made ready 
and by the end of the second week the group hud selected 
five subjects for the mural panels. I . Stamp Act ; 
II. Boston Massacre ; III . Boston Tea Party; IV. Paul 
Revere's Ride; v. Declaration of Independence. 
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Volunteers were then called, each one to work on a panel 
of his own choice. There were two panels of two of the 
subjects and one of each of the others. For the rest of 
the time during t he study of the unit the committees were 
allowed nearly all of each art per:l,od to vJ.ork ~Fi th the 
tempera paints. The atmosphere of the classroom wa s 
pleasant, and no adverse criticisms were given by one 
pupil to another . The re was only one painting which 
showed not only a creative approach, but also a subtlety 
of color and a feeling for the subject matter of the 
expression. This was done by a girl, talented in art, 
of the visual type, and one who preferred to work by 
herself . 
Histories and other books were referred t o for de-
tails of cost1..1me and buildings, but there was no copying 
or apparently any desire to copy from other pictures . 
Vuring the final week of the unit pupils were asked to 
draw their impressions of the celebra.tion of the Declar a-
tion of Independence. A lively discussion brought forth 
the motivating suggestions: the original signing of the 
Declaration of Independence; a scroll showing John 
Hancock's name; excited people outs ide Independence Hall, 
July 4, 1776; modern Fourth of July celebrations with 
bands, parades, children, dogs , soldiers, and flags 
waving; red, white and blue bunting decorations; the 
carnival; ice cream cones and hot dogs; and fireworks. 
The last mentioned idea appealed to the majority, and 
while there were a few pictures of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence, most of the expressions 
took the form o f night firework displays, made with 
crayon on a dark col ored paper. In only a few cases 
wa s the "creative product" of excellent quality. 
However, the chance to make a color impression pleased 
the "I can't draw" pu-pils who had reached a stage of 
critical awareness of their limitations in art ex-
pression. 
7A AMERICAN HISTORY TEST 
UNIT IV. HOW A!lliRICA BECM1ffi AN 
INDEPENDENT NATION 
PART I. 
DIRECTI ONS: Read each of the following statements care-
fully and decide whether it is true or fals e. If the 
stat ement is true, place a T on the line at the right 
of the statement; if it is ~alse, p lace an F on the line. 
SAl1,.1PLE: 
The American Revolution began in the year 1775. 
1 . 
2. 
4· 
6. 
8. 
England, the mother country of the colonies 
in the New 1n orld, felt they should help 
pay for debts acquired during recent wars. 1. 
By the sugar Act , the colonies were for-
b idden to import sugar. 2. 
A set of laws passed to aid trade between 
the colonies and England was ca l led the 
"Navigation Acts." 3. 
At this time the colonies believed they 
should do all t hey could to aid the 
mother country. 4· 
Of all the trade acts, the stamp Act 
caused the greatest exci tement in the 
colonies. 5. 
The "Boston Massacre" was not entirely 
the fault of British troop s on the 
Boston Co~~on . 6. 
The First Continental Congress was held 
in Philadelphia to determine how the 
colonists could protect their rights. 7. 
The nineteenth of April is recognized 
as Patriots ' Day in Massachusetts. 8. 
9· The Battle of Bunker Hill was actually 
fought on Breed's Hill. 9. 
10 . There were many major battles in New 
England during the Revolution. 10. 
11. Thomas Jefferson was no t the only 
writer of our Declaration of Independence 11. 
12 . The colonists gave the Second Continental 
Congress complete power to supply all 
needs of the new army~ 12. 
13 . The success of the colonial patriots in 
the American Revolution marked one of the 
gre a test gains democracy ever made. 13. 
14. The patriots received aid from liberty-loving 
men of Europe who admired the brave 
Americans. 14. 
15. 
16. 
18. 
19 . 
20. 
News of the battles traveled quickly in 
those days because of the Pony Express. 
General washington led his troops south 
through New Jersey as he retreated 
before General Howe~ 
The surrender of General Burgoyne in 
October, 1777, was the turning point of 
the War for the colonists. 
During the Christmas season of 1777, 
General Washington and his men had a gay 
time in Philadelphia. 
Benedict Arnol d, even though given the 
name of "traitor," had formerly been a 
brilliant soldier and patroit leader. 
capt. John Barry was one of our unsung 
naval heroes. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
20. 
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PART II. 
DIRECTIONS: Choose the correct answer from the four 
choices after each statement and write the letter 
of the correct answer on the line at the right of 
the question. 
SAMPLE: 
The First Continental Congress met in: 
a. Philadelphia 
b. Boston 
c. Baltimore 
d. New York 
1. England felt she would gain wealth from 
her colonies from: 
a. gold and silver in the New World 
b. trading of goods 
c. manufactured products 
d. the tobacco industry 1. 
2. The colonists disapproved of the Stamp 
Act because: 
a. they did not like the size 
of the stamps 
b. it was too much bother to 
stamp all goods 
C• Americans believed that taxes 
should be voted by their 
colonial legislatures 
d. the stamps cost too much 2. 
3. Writs of Assistance were: 
a. general s earch warrants 
b. acts passed to aid colonists 
c. papers to show the rights 
of the colonists 
d. controlled smuggling within 
the colonies 3. 
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a 
4· After the meeting of the First Continental Congress, the people had 
to decide: 
a. t h at they must give in to 
England. 
b. that they would ignore the 
whole thing 
c. that England was not being fair 
d. that they must prepare to fight 
5. General Gage planned to march on to 
Concord to: 
a. confiscate war supplies and 
am..muni t ion 
b . show the colonists the 
British were angry 
c . fool the people of Boston 
d. urge the colonists not to 
revolt 
6. The "minute men" were colonists who: 
a. went around raising money 
for ammunition 
b. went around giving one 
minute speeches 
c. were ready to fight at a 
minute's notice 
d . were very short in height 
7. A Declaration of Independence was 
prepared because our leaders felt : 
a. that only by this would King 
George listen to reason 
b. that t hey must s ee their 
rights in print 
c. that they woulc be rid of 
f oreign troops 
d. that the chance for p eace 
between England and her 
4· 
5. 
6. 
colonies were small 7. 
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8. The first signer of the Decla ration of 
Independence was: 
a. Benjamin Franklin 
b. Ro g er Williams 
c. John Hancock 
d . George Washington 8 . 
9· Ima gine you we re a British g~neral g1v1ng 
a report on the situation at the out-
break of the war. You would rep ort 
the colonies weak because : 
a . they had no money 
b . they were poorly dressed 
c. they had little money for 
men, supplies or equipment 
d. they were not sufficiently 
interested 9. 
10. George washington is one of our best 
loved citizens because: 
a. as a leader, general and 
patriot, he led his new 
country toward their goal of 
independence 
b. he had sufficient money to 
loan h is army 
c. he endured with his men at 
Valley Forge 
d . the people admired his beautiful 
home on the Potomac River 10. 
11 . The British planned to cut New England 
off from the rest of the colonies in 
order to : 
a. discourage the morale of the 
patroits 
b. gain control of the p ort of 
New York 
c . prevent aid from canada to the 
colonies 
d. divide the colonies and conquer 
one section after another. 11 . 
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12. The British corr ..manders planned to crush 
the P~ericans by having: 
a. three different armies attack 
in New York State 
b. General Howe retreat again 
to Philadelphia 
c. General Burgoyne attack from 
canada 
d. Washington cross the Delaware 
River 12. 
13. The patriots• cause seemed hopeless 
after six year s of war because: 
a. the British were winning 
battles in the South 
b. a trusted general had betrayed 
his country 
c. there were more loyalists than 
patriots 
d. so many men deserted 13. 
V,fuen General Cornwallis surrendered at 
Yorktown in October 1781, it meant 
that: 
a. the world was turned upside 
down 
b. t he British had lost only a 
minor battle 
c. King George III was sorry the 
English colonists had left 
the British Empire 
d. independence was in sight 
for the colonists 14. 
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PART III. 
DIRECTIONS: Read each statement carefully and then 
fill in each blank with the letter beside the word or 
phrase that makes the statement correct. No item may 
be used twice. 
SAMPLE: a. Virginia 
b. Maryland 
Washington's home was in a • -~-~-
a. smuggling i. General Gage 
b. Pontiac j. Marquis de Lafayette 
c. freedom 
d. George Rogers Clark 
e. boycott 
k. General George 
Washington 
1. Tories 
r. "redcoats" m. "Paul Revere's Ride" 
g. Thomas Jefferson n. Hessians 
h. Lexington, Mass. o. Trenton and Princeton 
p. "The Old Fox" 
1. The acts against trade brought about 
part of the merchants. 
on the 
2. The spirit of 
time. 
was strong in America at this 
3. Henry w. Longfellow wrote a poem about this period 
4· 
called • 
The name of the Inc~ian leader who tried to get rid 
of the white man in the spring of 1763 was --------· 
5. The colonists refused to buy goods from Englc nd. 
This action is called a • 
6. was the name given to British troops 
stationed in Boston. 
7. The British commander of troops in Boston was 
--- -· 
8. In is a national marker to commemorate the 
spot where the "minute men" assembled. 
9. The British hired troops to fight against their 
Colonists. Those foreigners were • 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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10. The name of is associated with the 
Declaration of Independence. 
11. was another name for "loyalists. 11 
12. A young French nobleman volunteered to help the 
English colonists. He was • 
13. was elected Commander-in-Chief of the 
Continental Army by the Second Continental 
Congress .. 
14. The winning of the battles of and 
by washington and his men gave the 
~p-a~t~rTi-ort~s courage. 
15. Washington was given the name of 
General Cornwallis. 
by 
16. The Ohio Valley came under the colonies' control 
through the efforts of • 
l.T 
2.F 
J.T 
4•F 
S. T 
1 . b 
2 .. c 
J.a 
~- · d 
1 .a 
2.c 
J .m 
4·b 
6.T 
?.T 
8.T 
9·T 
10.F 
s.a 
6.c 
?.d 
8.c 
5.e 6.r 
?.i 
8.h 
7A HISTORY TEST 
KEY 
PART I. 
PART II. 
PART III. 
ll.T 
12.F 
13.T 
14 .. T 
15.F 
9.c 
10.e. 
1l.d 
12.a 
9.n 
lO.g 
11 .. 1 
12.j 
16.T 
17.T 
18.F 
19 .T 
20.T 
13.a 
1~- · d 
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CHAPTER IV 
SID'JlVl.ARY AND ANALYSIS 
Evaluation of the geography unit.-- A comparison of 
group achievement in the geography unit was made on the 
basis of the results of the teacher-made objective test. 
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the pre-
test and final test scores of both groups. 
Table 1. The Ivleans and Standard Deviations of the Geogra-
phy Test Scores - Experimental and Control Groups 
Group Number Pre-test Final Test 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 
Deviation Deviation ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) (LL) (5) ( 6) 
Exper1-
mental 30 32.5 4.18 LJ-5. 73 7.54 
Control 22 31.77 6.58 LJ-7. 09 7.26 
The pre-test mean of the experimental group was only 
.73 greater than that of the control group. After a four 
v.reeks • study of the geography unit, the same test Has given 
again. Results of this final test indicate the mean of the 
experimental group to be 1.36 less than that of the control 
group. The mean gain between pre-test and final test scores 
Has 13.23 for the experimental group and 15.32 for the con-
trol group, a difference of 2.09 in favor of the latter. 
-5~--
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The objective test was considered by the instructors 
to have curricular validity. An · 11 index of' discrimination 11 
of t e st items, computed by the method described by .Vesley,Y 
1rJas not found to be high on most items. The true and false 
questions proved to h ave the lowest validity, whereas the 
highest item validity showed in the map questions of' Part 3. 
The test consisted of sixty-three items, a length con-
sidered to be adequate for the purpose. 
Evaluation of the history unit.-- A comparison of 
group achievement in the history unit was also made on the 
basis of a teacher-made objective test. Table 11 shows the 
means and standard deviations of the pre-test and final 
test scores of both groups. 
Table . 2. The Neans and Standard Deviations of the History 
Tes t Scores - Experimental and Control Groups 
Group :Number Pre-test Final Test 
:r.-1ean Standard Mean Standard 
Deviation Deviation 
(1) (2) ( 3) (4) C5) (6) 
Experi-
35 29.83 36.92 5.29 mental 7.92 
Control 31 28.32 12.27 33.84 5.88 
The pre-test mean of the experimental group was 1.51 
greater than that of the control group. After a six weeks' 
study of the history unit, the same test was given again. 
'Results of this final test indicate the mean of the 
Y Hesley, op . cit., pp. 559-560. 
experimental group t o be 3.08 higher than tha t of the con-
trol group. The mean gain betHeen pre-test and final test 
scores 1-.ras 7.09 for the experimental g roup and 5.52 for 
the control group, a difference of only 1.09 in favor o f 
the experimental group. The test Has considered to have 
curricula r v a lidity, and its length of fifty items was 
thought to be adequate. Tables 3 and 4 shm·r the item 
11 index of discrimination" for the geography and history 
tests respectively. 
Evaluation of the a rt activity.-- The informal 
anecdotal record of the interest and creative ideas used 
in the correlated art projects bore evidence of sust ained 
interest t h roughout the duration o f the unit. Pupils ,,rho 
sho<.ved the greates t initiative in the art correlat ions 
'\:Jere only in a feH .instances high a chievers in the social 
studies tests. 
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CHAP'rE& V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The belief that achievement in the social studies units 
attained by the experliaental groups tru{ing part in art corre-
lation projects Hould be much greater than that of the control 
groups was not substantiated by the results of the social 
studies tests. A statistical analysis could be made of the 
great ntLmber of f actors entering into a correlation project 
of thi s k ind. 
A future study, based on a longer period of time, mi ght 
sho1r.1 differ·ent results. Revi s ed social studies tests e.nd art 
activities r.light be used, and the achievement be compare d to 
other data . 
A number of nby-product 11 findings are, hoHever, indicative 
of benefits accruing from a study of tbis k ind. Some of these 
are : increased interest among various departments of a large 
junior high school; the willingnes s of te a chers to keep an 
open mind as to the results of the study; and a fine experien ce 
i n co-operative activity . 
Table 3. Index o~ Discrimination o~ Each Item of Final 
Item 
Number 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
7B Geography Test Based on the Correct Responses 
in Both Groups. 
17 
17 
18 
17 
17 
15 
17 
18 
17 
15 
10 
18 
16 
1 6 
18 
18 
18 
16 
18 
9 
17 
16 
17 
12 
18 
18 
18 
8 
Part I 
18 
12 
16 
16 
16 
17 
18 
17 
16 
12 
5 
16 
15 
14 
i~ 
15 
13 
1 6 
6 
Part II 
1 6 
14 
2 
4 15 
18 
12 
6 
94 
9~-
100 
91~ 94 
83 
94 
100 
94 
83 
56 
100 
88 
88 
100 
100 
100 
88 
100 
50 
§~ 
94 
66 
100 
100 
100 
4L~ 
(continued on next p age) 
100 
66 
88 
88 
88 
94 
100 
§~ 
66 
28 
88 
83 
78 
78 
100 
83 
72 
88 
33 
88 
78 
11 
22 
83 
100 
66 
33 
-6 
28 
1 2 
6 
6 
-11 
-6 
6 
6 
17 
28 
12 
5 
10 
22 
0 
17 
16 
1 2 
17 
6 
10 
83 
~-
17 
0 
34 
11 
59 
\fable 3. (continued) 
Part II (continued) 
= §- ~ 
' Percentage of Ntunber of l {. 
Correct ResEonses ~ Correct ,ResEonses ' ! Index of 
Item High Lo't..r i High . Low ~ Discrim-~ Number 'l1hird Third ~ Third Third 
' 
ination 1 { 1 J {2) ( 3) j. (4) {!) J t {b) \ 
9 18 13 100 72 28 
10 18 18 100 100 0 
11 16 12 88 66 22 
12 18 9 100 50 50 
13 17 11 £t 61 33 1~- 12 5 28 38 
15 8 2 41+ 11 33 
16 18 12 100 66 34 
17 17 6 94 33 61 
18 17 9 94 50 ~ 19 18 9 100 50 
20 11 8 61 ~ 17 21 13 10 72 16 
22 15 10 83 56 27 
23 13 5 72 28 44 
24 13 11 72 61 11 
25 15 14 83 78 5 
26 13 9 72 50 22 
27 12 8 66 g~ 22 28 18 1.5 100 17 
29 17 15 94 83 11 
30 12 12 66 66 0 
31 18 4 100 22 78 
32 16 9 88 50 38 
33 14 11 78 61 17 
(Concluded on next page) 
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Table 3. (concluded) 
Part III 
Item 
Nurn.ber (1) 
1 
2 
3 
~-
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Number of . 
Correct Responses 
High ·· Low 
Third Third 
(2) (3) 
17 10 
18 6 
i~ ~ 
17 7 
17 7 
17 4 
12 3 
13 3 14 5 
I j ~ Percentage of ~ 
~ Correct Responses 1 Index of 
i High f'' Lo1.r i Discrim-
J Third ~ Third ination 
~ (4) i (5) (6) 
94 56 38 
100 33 67 
78 22 56 
100 28 72 
94 39 55 
94 39 55 
94 22 72 
66 16 50 
72 16 56 
78 28 50 
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Table 4• Index of Discrimination of Each Item of Final 
?A History Test Based on the Correct Responses 
in Both Groups. 
Part I 
1 ; f Number of ~ Percentage of \ l t f rndex of .... GQ;cr.e.c. .. t. . ..E.e,.s,p..on . .s.e.s.,"""'··' ·· ··C..o~r-~c.;t.~rRe.s.p .o~.e:3 Item ·~ High 1 Low j High f Low 1 Discrim-
Number ~ Third 1 Third f Third ! Third 1 ination (!) ~ ; ( 6) I <2> .  <3> <4> 1 <5) 
1 11 13 50 59 -9 
2 8 6 36 27 9 
3 14 20 63 91 -28 
~ 19 17 87 77 9 22 18 100 82 18 
6 18 15 82 68 1L1. 
7 22 22 100 100 0 
8 17 17 77 77 0 
9 22 21 100 §~ 5 10 7 8 31 -5 
11 17 15 77 68 9 
12 7 5 31 22 3~ ia 21 13 ~~ 59 18 6 27 gi 15 20 11 91 50 
16 20 18 91 82 9 
17 20 18 91 82 9 
18 21 17 95 77 18 
19 22 18 100 82 18 
20 20 9 91 41 50 
Part II 
1 15 15 68 68 0 
2 14 12 63 55 8 
3 14 L~ 63 18 45 
~ 19 12 86 55 31. 17 12 77 55 22 
6 22 17 100 77 23 
7 5 3 22 1l.t 8 
8 20 19 91 86 5 
(concluded on next page) 
• 
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Table 4. (concluded) 
l 
I 
l 
Item 1 
Number l 
( 1) l 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Part II {concluded) 
! i' Number of l Percentage of t 
Correct Responsesj Correct Responses !Index of 
High ! Low ! Hign · 1 Low Discrim-
Third l Third ! Third i, Third ina tion ( 2' ! ( 3) ~ ( 41 1 ( 5L ---+--r-1"\ 6-.-)-
21 
18 
17 
20 
8 
19 
22 
22 
19 
22 
21 
21 
21 
22 
19 
22 
19 
21 
22 
22 
22 
22 
i~ 
13 
7 
11 
Part 
20 
16 
11 
13 
8 
11 
12 
14 
14 
1~ 
13 
12 
15 
15 
5 
III 
95 
82 
77 
91 
36 
86 
100 
100 
86 
100 
95 
95 
95 100 
86 
100 
86 
95 
100 
100 
100 
100 
68 
63 
27 
59 
31 
50 
91 
73 50 
59 
36 50 
55 
63 
63 
63 
27 
59 55 
68 
68 
22 
27 
19 50 
32 
5 
36 
9 
27 
36 
41 
g§ 
40 
37 
23 
37 
56 45 
32 
32 
78 
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